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Abstract. A new method for detecting and tracking of moving persons based on low
resolution image employing peripheral increment sign correlation image and identifying
the moving persons by their color and spatial information is proposed in this paper. Many
tracking algorithms have better performance under a static background in indoor environ-
ment. It is, however, most of the tracking algorithms are applied in outdoor environment
with noisy background instead of indoor environment. Since a low resolution image has
a property that it can remove the small size pixels, it is adopted to solve the problem of
the noisy background. In the tracking of a target object, many applications have problem
when object occlude each other. A block matching technique based on peripheral incre-
ment sign correlation image is utilized to solve this problem. The identification of a
target object is performed using color and spatial information of the target object. The
experimental results prove the feasibility and usefulness of the proposed method
Keywords: Person Tracking, Person Identification, Block Matching Technique, Periph-
eral Increment Sign Correlation Image

1. Introduction. In recent years, with the latest technological advancements, visual
surveillance and security system receive a great interest among many researchers. Until
recently, video surveillance and security system was mainly a concern for military or
large-scale companies. However, due to increasing crime rate, necessitates are taking
better precautions in security-sensitive areas, like country borders, airports or government
offices. Even individuals are seeking for personalized security systems to monitor their
houses or other valuable assets. The vast amount of data acquired from video imagery
should be analyzed by an intelligent and useful autonomous structure. This intelligent
system should have the capacity to observe the surrounding environment and extract
useful information for subsequent reasoning, like detecting and analyzing the activity, or
identifying the objects entering the scene. Besides, monitoring should be done 24 hours
a day, without any interruption. This sort of a system will achieve the security system
task more accurately and effectively and saving a great amount of human effort.

Recently, various image processing methods for detecting and tracking of moving per-
sons have been proposed in the past, such as, background subtraction, frame difference,
optical flow and probability based approach. Liu et al. [1] proposed a background subtrac-
tion technique to detect the moving objects in an image by taking the difference between
current and reference background image. It is extremely sensitive to the change in dy-
namic scenes derived from lighting and extraneous events etc. Lipton et al. [2] proposed a
frame difference method that use of the differences between two or three successive frame
images to extract the moving regions. This method is very adaptive to dynamic environ-
ment, but generally does a poor job of extracting all the relevant pixels, e.g., there may
be holes left inside moving entities. Meyer et al. [3] proposed an optical flow method by
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computing the displacement vector field to initialize a contour based tracking algorithm,
called active rays, for the extraction of articulated objects. The optical flow method can
be used to detect independently moving objects even in the presence of camera motion.
However, most flow computation methods are computationally complex and very sensi-
tive to noise. The method proposed by Paragios et al. [4] considered a probability and
statistics problem and used the observed information to obtain a classification equation
of probability to segment image. These detection models can detect and track moving
objects perfectly, but they suffer from the high computing cost. So it is hard to be used in
real-time surveillance application. Davis et al. [5] proposed the W4 method that designed
a simplified statistics model to make real-time processing possible. First, the proposed
method learned the background by the luminance of image and used a statistical cycle
to observe the variance range of every pixel in the frames that have no moving objects.
After the process, the method can build a background model by the observed information
and compute the inter-frame difference of the current frame and background model to
detect the moving pixels. The result of W4 is good performance and does not need much
computing cost, but the background model has to be often re-established.

To overcome those problems, we propose a new method for detecting and tracking of
moving persons based on low resolution image [6] employing peripheral increment sign
correlation (PISC) [7] image. A low resolution image has a nice property that it can
remove the small size region which contained image noise having pepper and salt noise.
The PISC image is an image matching method with robust performance, high accuracy
and high computational efficiency. The PISC image is constructed from the trend of
the brightness changes in the neighborhood of the pixel under consideration. The PISC
image is used in block matching process to determine the target object among the moving
objects emerging in the background. We also proposed an algorithm of feature extraction
and person identification using spatial and color information of the tracked persons [8].

This paper is organized as follows. The detail of our proposed methods and some image
processing techniques for detecting and tracking of the moving persons are presented in
section 2. Experimental results employing our proposed method are illustrated in section
3. And finally, some discussions and conclusions are given in section 4.

2. Methods. In this paper, we categorize our study in three stages; object detection,
object tracking and object identification. On each stage, we apply our new method and
evaluate the effectiveness of our method.

The first stage is begun by capturing the image with a camera. In this stage, we
propose a low resolution image to remove the image noise having pepper and salt noise
and any small motion in the background. Then, some image pre-processing techniques
are performed to detect the moving objects. The second stage is performed to track a
target object among the moving objects emerging in the background. We perform a block
matching algorithm to track the target object. The block is made based on PISC image
that considers the brightness change in the pixels of the block relative to the considered
pixel. As a last stage, we identify the target object by extracting the color and spatial
information of the tracked object. In this paper, we use means and standard deviation
value as image feature of the tracked object. To evaluate the identification process, we use
similarity equation that is performed by comparing the image feature of the target and
the reference object. The most similar feature is then compared with a certain threshold
value. The details of each technique are described as follows.

2.1. Object detection. This stage is aim at detection the moving objects appear in
the scene. In order to detect the moving objects, we perform some image processing
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 1. Low resolution image in various resolutions : (a) original, (b)
1/2 from original, (c) 1/4, (d) 1/8, (e) 1/16, (f) 1/32

techniques such as, low resolution image, frame difference, morphological operation and
labeling technique.

A low resolution image is made by reducing the spatial resolution of an image with
keeping the image size [6, 9]. We make the low resolution image by averaging the pix-
els value of its neighbors, including itself. The low resolution image is used to remove
the scattering noise having salt and pepper noise and any small motion appear in the
background. FIGURE 1 shows the low resolution image in different resolutions.

Frame difference image [2, 11] is performed by taking the difference image between
successive frame images. In this paper, frame difference method is performed on the
three successive frames of the low resolution images. The comparison of moving object
detection results using a conventional method and a low resolution image is shown in
FIGURE 2. As shown in that figure, by using the conventional method (frame difference
technique) the detected moving object is still greatly affected by the noise such as moving
leaves. However, by using a low resolution image, the noise is removed completely.

Morphological operation is performed to fill small gaps inside the moving objects and to
remove the noise remained in the moving objects [12]. We implement the morphological
operations such as dilation and erosion. Dilation adds pixels to the boundary of the object
and closes isolated background pixel while erosion removes isolated foreground pixels.

The next step is performing connected component labeling method. This method is
performed to label each moving object emerging in the scene. The connected component
labeling groups the pixels into components based on pixel connectivity (same intensity or
gray level) [6]. We perform the connected component labeling method by comparing a
pixel with the pixels in the four neighbors (the neighbors (i) to the left of the pixel, (ii)
above it, and (iii and iv) the two upper diagonal terms) from top-left to bottom-right and
from bottom-right to top-left. A pixel labels as neighbor’s label when it has at least one
neighbor with the same label.

2.2. Object tracking. In this stage, the target object will be tracked from the detected
objects by performing a block matching method. The blocks are made based on the
PISC image that considers the brightness changes on the image. The blocks are defined
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Comparison of moving object detection technique : (a) by using
a conventional technique, (b) by using a low resolution image

by dividing the image frame into non-overlapping square parts. FIGURE 3 shows an
example of a block in PISC image with block size of 9 × 9 pixels.

The blocks of the PISC image in the previous frame are defined in equation (1). Sim-
ilarly, the blocks of the PISC image in the current frame are defined in equation (2).
The matching blocks between two successive frames (the previous and current frame) is
determined by using correlation value that express in equation (3). The high correlation
value shows that the blocks are matched each other.

bnp =

 1 if fnp ≥ f(i, j)

0 otherwise.
(1)

b′np =

 1 if fnp ≥ f(i, j)

0 otherwise.
(2)

corrn = Σk−1
p=0bnp ∗ b′np + Σk−1

p=0(1− bnp) ∗ (1− b′np) (3)
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Figure 3. An example of PISC image with size of 9 × 9 pixels.

Here b and b’ are the block in the previous and current frame, n is number of block, p is
pixel and k is number of pixels of block, respectively.

The tracking process is illustrated in Figure 4. First off all, to reduce the processing
time, blocks are made only in the moving object area as shown in Figure 4(a) and 4(b).
An object is determined as a target object when it has matching blocks more than certain
threshold. The tracking area can be enlarged, as shown in Figure 4 by dash line, when
the target object cannot be determined in the previous criteria. As shown in Figure 4,
block A of one object with size 9 × 9 pixels in previous frame (Figure 4(a)) will search
the matching block in the blocks of others objects in current frame (Figure 4(b)) by using
correlation value as express in equation (3). When the number of matching blocks of an
object in the current frame is more than certain threshold, we determine this object as
target object. Then, it will be tracked by our system.

2.3. Object identification. As a last stage, we identify the target object by extracting
the spatial and color information of the tracked object. In this paper, we use means
and standard deviation value as image feature of the target object. To evaluate the
identification process, we use similarity equation that is performed by comparing the
image feature of the target and the reference object.

After obtaining the target object in previous stage, we extract the spatial information of
object such as position. For this purpose, we use bounding box of the object determined
by computing the maximum and minimum value of x and y coordinates of the target
object according to the following equations:

Bi
min =

{(
xi

min, y
i
min

) ∣∣x, y ∈ Oi
}

(4)

Bi
max =

{(
xi

max, y
i
max

) ∣∣x, y ∈ Oi
}

(5)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Tracking process : (a) previous frame, (b) current frame

Here, Oi denotes the set of the coordinate of points in the target object i, Bi
min is the

left-top corner coordinates of the target object i and Bi
max is the right-bottom corner

coordinates of the target object i, respectively.
We use RGB color as color information of moving objects. We can extract the color

information from upper and lower part of the human body to obtain more color informa-
tion. For that purpose, we can divide the human object into three parts; the head, the
upper and the lower part of the body. The ratio of these three parts can be defined as
shown in FIGURE 5. Because it is difficult to get valuable color information from human
head, we only calculate the color information of upper and lower part of the human body.

The first color information calculated is mean value of each human body part as calcu-
lated by equation (6) and (7). The mean value is calculated for each color component of
RGB space.

µ
Oi

U
fk

=
Σ

xi
max

x=xi
min

Σ
yi

max

y=yi
min
fk (x, y)

#Oi
U

(6)

µ
Oi

L
fk

=
Σ

xi
max

x=xi
min

Σ
yi

max

y=yi
min
fk (x, y)

#Oi
L

(7)

where i is number of the moving objects and (x, y) is the coordinate of pixels in moving
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object. (xi
min, y

i
min) and (xi

max, y
i
max) are the coordinates of the bounding box of moving

object i, fk(x, y) denotes pixel value for each color component in RGB space of the current
frame, Oi

U and Oi
L denote the set of coordinates of upper and lower part of human body

of moving object i and #Oi is the number of pixels of moving object i, respectively.
Standard deviation is a statistical term that provides a good indication of volatility.

It measures how widely the values are dispersed from the average. Dispersion is the
difference between the actual value and the average value. The larger the difference
between the actual color and the average color is, the higher the standard deviation will
be and the higher the volatility. We can extract more useful color features by computing
the dispersed color information from upper and lower part of body as shown in equation
(8) and (9).

SD
Oi

U
fk

=

√√√√Σ
xi

max

x=xi
min

Σ
yi

max

y=yi
min

(
fk (x, y)− µOi

U
fk

)2

#Oi
U

(8)

SD
Oi

L
fk

=

√√√√Σ
xi

max

x=xi
min

Σ
yi

max

y=yi
min

(
fk (x, y)− µOi

L
fk

)2

#Oi
L

(9)

where SD
Oi

U
fk

and SD
Oi

L
fk

denote the standard deviation of each color component of RGB
space for upper and lower part of the human body of moving object i, respectively.

After the feature of the object is extracted, we can represent the moving object i by
the following feature vectors;

F i =
(
µ

Oi
U

fk
, µ

Oi
L

fk
, SD

Oi
U

fk
, SD

Oi
L

fk
, Bi

min, B
i
max

)
(10)

To identify a moving object, a feature queue is created to save the features of the moving
objects. When a new object enters the system, it will be tracked and labeled and the
features of the object are extracted and recorded into the queue. Once a moving object i
is detected, the system will extract the features F i of the object i and identify it from the
identified objects in the queue by computing the similarity S (F i, F j) , j = 1...n, where j
is one of the n identified objects. The similarity, S (F i, F j) is computed as following,

Figure 5. The definition of a human body ratio
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S
(
F i, F j

)
=

Mc
(∣∣∣µOi

U
fk
− µOj

U
fk

∣∣∣)+Mc
(∣∣∣µOi

L
fk
− µOj

L
fk

∣∣∣)+

Msd
(∣∣∣SDOi

U
fk
− SDOj

U
fk

∣∣∣)+Msd
(∣∣∣SDOi

L
fk
− SDOj

L
fk

∣∣∣)+

0.5Mp
(∣∣Bi

min −B
j
min

∣∣)+ 0.5Mp (|Bi
max −Bj

max|)

(11)

where Mc and Msd are the membership function of color information and standard
deviation and Mp is the membership function of spatial information, respectively, as
defined in Equation (12), (13) and (14).

Mc(x) =

{
1− x/Thr if x < Thr
0 if x ≥ Thr

(12)

Msd(x) =

{
1− x/Thr if x < Thr
0 if x ≥ Thr

(13)

Mp(x) =

{
1− 3x/W if x < W/3
0 if x ≥ W/3

(14)

where Thr is threshold which is obtained empirically and W is the width or height of
the image frames. We compare the features of an object with those of the objects in
the feature queue. The one with the maximum similarity is identified as same as target
object.

3. Experimental Results. We have done the experiments by using a camera in outdoor
environment and real time condition. The experiments are implemented on Pentium 4
with 2.53 GHz CPU and 256 MB RAM. Our method can detect and track the target
object at 2 frames/second over 320 × 240 pixels image. In this paper, we use the block
size of 9 × 9 pixels. We assume that the object coming firstly will be tracked as the
target object. We tracked the target object from two and three moving objects that
occluded between each other. The experimental results are shown in the selected frames
in FIGURE 6 - FIGURE 8. The rectangle area around the moving person shows the
extracted target person.

On the first experiment as shown in FIGURE 6, two objects are moving in the same
direction. At first, a man wearing the blue shirt enters the scene from the left side. This
person is assumed as a target object and will be tracked by our system. Then on the
next frame, the second man wearing the white shirt enters the scene from left side also.
They move in the same direction and overlap each other. As shown in the figure, we
successfully track the target object in all sequence of the frames.

On the second experiment as shown in FIGURE 7, two moving persons are moving in
the different direction. At first, a man wearing the white shirt enters the scene from the
left side. This person is assumed as a target object. Then on the next frame, the second
man wearing the blue shirt enters the scene from right side. They move in the different
direction and overlap each other in the middle of the scene. We successfully track the
first moving person as target person as shown in that figure.

On the third experiment as shown in FIGURE 8, we track the target object among
three moving objects appear in the background. Here, we assume a man wearing a white
shirt as a target object. We also successfully track the target in all sequence of frames.

The experimental results of the object identification by using color and spatial infor-
mation of moving object are shown in TABLE 1. On this experiment, we evaluate the
similarity of the object features between the detected object and the target object on each
frame. The correct identification is determined when the detected object on each frame is
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similar to the target object. Then, the identification rate is determined from any correct
identification and the detected object on each frame. From the table, we notice that some
objects are not correctly identified in some frames of each case. The wrong identification
occurs in two types. First, it occurs when the moving object just enters or leaves the
scene. When moving object is just entering or leaving the scene, the system can detect
the moving object. However, the moving object is detected and tracked at the border
of the scene; the extracted features of the moving object in this case cannot represent
the moving object very well. The main reason is that only partial of the features of the
moving objects are extracted. The second kind of erroneous identification occurs when
the moving object moves slowing down. In this situation, the frame difference image of
the moving object will become smaller and we will get smaller bounding box and less
moving pixels. Therefore, the extracted features will lose its representative.

4. Discussion and Conclusion. This paper proposed a new method for detecting and
tracking of moving object based on low resolution image employing PISC image for real
time application and an identification method by using color and spatial information of
the moving object. The proposed method detects the objects appear in the background,
tracks the target object and identifies the tracked object. By using our new method,
the satisfactory results are achieved. The results improved the previous methods. The
salt and pepper noise and the small motion in the background are completely removed,
while the object regions are extracted. The proposed method can track the target object
in occlusion condition by another object. Furthermore, the identification result of the
tracked object shows the effectiveness of our method with the identification rates more
than 90%.

However, the proposed methods still have limitations. The low resolution image cannot
detect the small object appears in the background due to low resolution image removed the
small size area of the object. These limitations can be solved by adding other information
to the target object such as flow of moving object based on optical flow, dimension or
another feature. The tracking method has difficulty when the objects appear in the same
time. We cannot track the target object as our assumption. We can solve this problem
by extracting the skin information or the optical flow of the target object. Moreover, the
object identification method cannot identify the object when it just enters or leaves the
scene and when it moves slowing down. This problem arises due to the system cannot
extract the feature correctly. This problem can be improved by a better feature selection
method and moving object detection method. Taking them into consideration could lead
to some improvement to our methods. These are remaining for our future works.
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Figure 6. Two persons move in the same direction

Figure 7. Two persons move in the different direction

Figure 8. Three persons move on the scene
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Table 1. Object identification result

Case Object detected Correct identification Identification rates [%]
1 126 117 92.8
2 148 136 91.9
3 154 141 91.6


